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FOREWORD

We live in tumultuous times with regional droughts, COVID and the war in
Ukraine destabilizing economies all of which are having a serious impact
on Africa and anticipating 2030 and its development goals, water must
be a vital priority for the sustainable and equitable development of the
continent. Providing clean water is more than just the right thing to do, it
has the potential to unlock massive economic rewards. If the world is to
prevail over the looming global water crisis, it will require great innovation
and commitment from the private and public sectors alike as well as from
the developed world.
Every year, over one billion people are harmed by waterborne illnesses. The
D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative’s goal is to achieve a positive impact on
people, the communities they live in, society in general and ultimately our
planet to preserve it for future generations.
Since its inception in 2018, the initiative has focused principally on solar
powered pumping projects which provide safe, environmentally low impact
and sustainable potable water supply to large communities including
schools and other public institutions. The 24no solar pumping projects in
th rst months o
hav improv d ov r
liv s. h s cc ss
of these projects has been further enhanced by the cost sharing model
involving the participation of partners and donors. The model also
nco rag s
n ciari s to rais a small p rc ntag o th pro ct
cost which, in the long turn, has been demonstrated to foster long term
ownership amongst the project stakeholders.
n this ars rst iss o th #ImprovingLives report, we have highlighted a
few of the impactful stories that have come out of the initiative’s activities.
Our vision is a continent where everyone, everywhere has access to safe
drinking water and particular thanks go to our many partners who have
collaborated with us in pursuit of this objective.
Enjoy the issue!

GROUP CHAIRMAN, DAVIS & SHIRTLIFF
l c avis da liff.com
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ESG PARTNERSHIP LAUNCH

T

he launch pertains to the ESG Multipartite
Program that Norvatis, in collaboration with
avis and hirtliff.
it
ro p o ndation
Rotary International and the Machakos County
Government launched in August 2021. The
ESG Multipartite Program is providing water to
Machakos County inhabitants through high yielding solar powered boreholes in Nguu-nyumu,
Kyaani and Mitaboni. The program also includes
environmental improvement and sustainability
whereby more than 20,000 trees have already
been planted. There have also been activities
geared towards better menstrual health and
empowerment of school children. Another key
pillar of the ESG Multipartite Program pertains
to community health initiatives that embrace a
population health approach.

20,000

number of trees which have
already been planted

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 7,060,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff DS5/25 Borehole Pump,
Dayliff DS17 15KW Borehole Pump,
Dayliff DS5/25 Borehole Pump,
3 State of the art Ground Mount
Solar Support Structures,
Borehole Accessories
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SWEET POTATO FARMING IN THE ARID LANDS
OF SAMBURU

T

he availability of water resources in Kenya has been
decreasing over time because of persistent drought
and land-use patterns. The climate scenarios show
that rainfall variability and increased evaporation due to
higher temperatures will further decrease the availability
of water. Rising temperatures and changing patterns of
rain have also exacerbated the problem of disappearing
wetlands and have increased food insecurity as a result of
reduced crop yield.
Samburu County being an already water stressed county
due to its location in the ASAL zone has experienced the
impacts of climate change on its water and sanitation
sector with greater severity and intensity. In partnership
with ChildFund Kenya, the D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative
has rehabilitated the Kula Mawe borehole, in Baragoi,
Samburu County. The rehabilitation of the borehole has
made it possible for the community to implement an
Orange Flesh Sweet Potato project in the community. The
solar powered borehole will increase access to water
for 12,000 people, including an ECD Centre adjacent to
the borehole. In addition to this, the sweet potato farming
project, which is already underway, will improve the
nutrition status of over 17,200 children, youth and women
in the community.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 965,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff Sunflex 750C2 Solar Pump,
SF200 Control Unit,
Dayliff Water Meter,
6*200W Solar Panels,
State of the art Ground Mount
Solar Support Structure
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SOLAR PUMPING HELPS LOCAL NGO DIVERT FUNDS
TO CARE FOR 155 ORPHANED CHILDREN

T

eule Kenya is a Kenyan NGO that
works with 155 orphaned and vulnerable
children in Oloitoktok, Kajiado County.
The dependence and expense of electricity
at the children’s home and its community
pro cts gr atl aff ct d th ir a ilit to
cater for the children’s basic needs, as
w ll as th
ci nc and s staina ilit o
ongoing developments.
In partnership with the Teule Kenya, the
D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative has donated
a a liff solar s st m that has conv rt d
the home’s borehole pump from mains
powered to solar powered. The solar
s st m compris s a .
a liff controll r
34*330w solar panels, and galvanized steel
solar support structure. The solar innovation
allows for reduced power costs at the home,
a low maintenance pumping system, and a
lower carbon footprint.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 1,185,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
34 * 330w solar panels,
Dayliff Sunverter 7.5kw Solar Controller,
4m Ground Mount Solar Support
Structure, 6mm twin flat cable (50m),
PV Disconnect switch
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155
The number of orphaned and
vulnerable children that
Teule Kenya works with in
Oloitokitok, Kajiado County.
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SUIYAN - A VILLAGE THAT STANDS FOR PEACE

T

h con ict
tw n th
ilotic tri s o aragoi has
n a
puzzle for both the government and religious institutions
ali . ow v r as i in d anc o its nvirons
i an illag
is a story of inclusivity and peace. The villagers have intermarried
between Turukana and Samburu communities, and despite several
attempts by their neighbors to shake their resolve, the brave
villagers of Suiyan are determined.
This resolve does not come without its perils. The villagers have, for
many years, fetched their water from a lagha (a dry river) a perilous
distance away. Due to the security risks that come with straying
too far from the protection of their men, women would often have
to go in groups to fetch water. This, coupled with the problematic
quality and availability of this water, created many challenges for
the village.
og th r with
hild
nd
n a
avis and
hirtliff hav
rehabilitated an old borehole close to Suiyan. The water kiosk has
been set up right next to an Administration Police post, ensuring
s c rit . h p mp a a liff
is pow r d
no.
solar panels, erected on a 3M galvanized steel structure just a few
meters from the village. The impact brought to Suiyan Village by
th
a liff p mping s st m at no cost to th villag rs is a tr
depiction of the D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative.

17

The number of
150W solar panels that power
the Dayliff DS 2-33
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PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 1,100,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff DS2-33 1.5KW Borehole Pump,
Dayliff Sunverter 3.7KW
Borehole Controller,
17 * 150W Solar Panels

www.davisandshirtliff.com/improvinglives-initiative
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A SCHOOL FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED IN OL MORAN WARD,
ATTAINS SUSTAINABLE ACCESS TO WATER

803

number of community
members who can now
access water

S

ipili School for the Deaf is in Ol Moran Ward, Laikipia County. The
school is in a semi-arid part of Laikipia where there are no rivers
and g tting s ci nt s ppl o cl an wat r is a gr at chall ng .

Before approaching the D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative, Sipili school
had an existing borehole, running on mains power. Unfortunately,
due to the quality of power at the school, the motors frequently
and consistently broke down. Adding to the utility cost of pumping,
the school incurred great maintenance costs, in replacement of the
broken-down motors. During these downtimes, the school got their
water from the town borehole, also at a cost.
h
mproving iv s nitiativ donat d and install d a a liff
solar powered system which converted the school’s borehole pump
from mains-powered to solar-powered. The school now supplies
water to 85 children with hearing impairments, 700 students at an
adjacent Primary school, and 803 community members. During the
commissioning c r mon
avis
hirtliff staff r c iv d a moving
sign language testimony of gratitude from one the pupils of Sipili
School for the Deaf.
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PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 795,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
16 * 200w Solar Modules,
Roof Mount Solar Support Structure,
Dayliff Sunverter 3.7kw
Borehole Controller
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JAWABU REHABILITATION CENTRE
PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 220,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Ultrasun UVT200
Vactube Solar Hot Water System,
Heater C/W Thermostat 3KW
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IMPROVED ACCESS TO WATER AND EDUCATION FOR
GIRLS IN KATILIA COMMUNITY

K

atilia Girls Secondary is a public school,
in Katilia Ward, Turkana County. Being
ms rom odwar and
m rom
Kenya’s capital, the school serves the Katilia
Community. It is also the only girls’ secondary
school in its ward. The school was
established to curb the community’s
growing concern of teenage marriages that
were on the rise. The D&S #ImprovingLives
nitiativ has partiall donat d a a liff
3kw solar powered pump to the school,
ensuring that the girls’ school has
convenient access to clean potable water.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 1,430,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff DS 5/33 Borehole Pump,
Dayliff Sunverter 3 Borehole Controller,
11 no. 1.5” Borehole UPVC Pipes,
State of the art Ground Mount Solar
Support Structure,
20 * 275W Solar Panels
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780

The number of kilometers
between Katilia Girls Secondary
School from Kenya’s capital
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MAKUTANO NKANGA SELF HELP GROUP TAKES TO BANANA AND
FISH FARMING WITH THE HELP OF A DAYLIFF SUNFLO PUMP

P

rovision o sa and ad
at wat r is an ff ctiv and
ci nt
int rv ntion or ghting pov rt dis as and social dispariti s.
Access to water alone cuts across all other SDGs (Sustainable
Development Goals). Makutano Nkanga is a self-help group started
in 2003 by the farmers of Murera community. The group are
custodians of Makutano Nkanga Water Project, which not only
provides water to over 240 households and a school, but also
ov rs s sh and anana arming sch m s. h comm nit as d
organization approached the D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative in mid
or th
had acc ss to wat r.
c ntl
avis
hirtliff
donat d a a liff solar pow r d p mp which now provid s ov r
liters of water to the community and its farming projects. The project
launching ceremony was held in a most traditional setting, under
the shade of a big old tree. The community expressed their
immense gratitude for the donation, and proudly showcased their
farming projects which shall ensure both sustainability and growth.
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2003

The year Makutano Nkanga
self-help group was started
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PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 355,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff D3SP1-27 0.75kW 3” Pump,
5 * Dayliff 1 1/4” Borehole Pipes,
10 * Dayliff 200W 24VDC Crystalline
Solar Module, Dayliff 1.5kW 1PH
Solar Controller

www.davisandshirtliff.com/improvinglives-initiative
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ACCESS TO WATER RESOLVES FOR BETTER
NUTRITION AND HEALTH OF STUDENTS AT
OLENTUTU PRIMARY SCHOOL

T

he COVID pandemic was instrumental in not
only bringing to perspective just how essential
schools are in community but also the great
inequality that plagues the education system.
As society strives to take care of their vulnerable
children, it is imperative to devise workable
systems for delivering essential services from
access to clean potable water, food, education,
and health care.
Olentutu Arid Zone Primary School is a public
primary boarding school in Narok County with
p pils nroll d. h
#ImprovingLives
Initiative has partnered with Innovate Kenya to
donate and install a solar powered pump at the
school dam. The pump is being used to pump
water to the school farm which supplies the
students with fresh food, and dairy products.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 780,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Pedrollo Dm30 1.1kW Drainage Pump,
Dayliff 2.2kW controller,
9 * 200w Solar Panels, State of the
art Ground Mount 3M Galvanized
Steel Solar Support Structure,
200m HDPE Roll
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369

pupils enrolled at Olentuntu
Arid Zone Primary School
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SOLAR WATER HEATING FOR THE STUDENTS OF
KAAGA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF

H

aring loss can aff ct sp ch and lang ag s ills.
Hearing problems also mean that the areas of the
brain used for communication may not develop
as they should. Understanding and speaking are
di c lt or h aring impair d individ als. ar nts o
deaf or hearing-impaired children often face frustration
and stigmati ation
soci t ma ing it di c lt or
children to integrate with their peers. Largely due to the
stigma, only 10% of the over 800,000 deaf children in
Kenya are in school. Kaaga School For the Deaf, is one
of the 120 schools for the deaf in the country, a public
primary school in Mulathankari, Meru County. The
boarding school is run by a religious organization and
has a little over 100 learners. The school’s aim to not
st off r d cation or its st d nts
t an improv d
quality of life as well. In partnership with a US based
Missionary, the D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative has
donated three, 300l ultrasun solar water heating
systems. The hot water systems will go a long way in
improving the quality of life for the students, all the
while saving the school in heating costs.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 30,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff 10” Triple UV Purifier
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NEED A

PROJECT

UNDERTAKEN?
Submit your application through the CSR portal
on the Davis & Shirtliff website
www.davisandshirtliff.com/csr-eligibility-form
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SOLAR POWERED PUMPING HELPS THE OSILIGI
COMMUNITY TO LOOK TO CROP FARMING TO
SUPPLEMENT CATTLE REARING

F

rancis Leperes, an elder of the Osiligi
Community, Narok gives a testament of how
di c lt it is to acc ss cl an pota l wat r in
his village. “We mostly rely on water harvesting
and during dry seasons we fetch water from the
Mara River which isn’t clean for consuming. The
Mara River is an estimated 8 kilometers and
you have to compete with wild animals.” Aside
from the long distances and the consequential
h man wildli
con ict th comm nit also
tackled heightened cases of typhoid.
The D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative in partnership
with ‘WMO2H’ drilled and equipped a 220
meters borehole, which now gives a yield of
7,000 liters of water per hour. The borehole has
been equipped with a solar powered 2.2kw
a liff p mp stat o th art solar s pport
str ct r
and an int llig nt
a liff solar
controller.
The project, which was overseen by the D&S
Narok Branch, under the leadership of Leonard
Njiru, is one of its kind in the region, with the
community supplementing its pastoralist
activities with crop farming to improve on their
nutrition and overall, wellbeing.

24
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PROJECT VALUE

8KM

KSHS 920,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED

the distance to the Mara River and one
has to compete with wild animals

Dayliff DS3-33 2.2kW Pump, 57 * Dayliff
1 1/4” Standard 3M Pipe, Dayliff 3.7 kW
3PH Solar Controller, 18 * Dayliff 200W
24VDC Crystalline Solar Module, State
of the art Galvanized Steel 3M Ground
Mount Solar Support Structure

www.davisandshirtliff.com/improvinglives-initiative
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IMPROVING THE LIVES OF KENYA’S FUTURE LEADERS

S

ave a Soul Children Centre is a charitable organization for
children and its main aim is to alleviate the hardships faced
by the orphaned and vulnerable children by rehabilitating
them into useful and productive members of the society. The center
off rs motional s pport and a cond civ
nvironm nt or th
growth and development of all the accommodated children. The
institution had been experiencing water challenges which pushed
them to drill a borehole by fundraising through friends, family and
w ll wish rs. n ort nat l th
nds rais d w r not s ci nt
to install th r
ir d
w a liff or hol p mp. hro gh th
#ImprovingLives Initiative avis
hirtliff donat d and install d a
4kw solar powered pumping system for the home, improving the
lives of Kenya’s future leaders.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 1,330,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
1 Dayliff DSD3-50 Pump c/w 4.0KW
3-Phase Motor, 30*Dayliff 335W
Crystalline Solar PV Modules, Dayliff
5.5kW, 3-Phase Solar Pumping Inverter,
84* Dayliff UPVC 1¼” Pipes, 3M Length,
Heavy Duty, Ground Mount Solar
Support Structure
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A PARTNERSHIP FOR THE PLANET

P

reserving the earth in turn preserves and
protects our health, families, and livelihoods. It
takes businesses, governments, and citizens to
think boldly and act innovatively within their own
sph r s o in
nc capa ilit and op rations to t rn
the tide of climate change in favor of the earth and
its well-being.
The Ngong forest has a public area where people can
enjoy the forest walking and accessing tree seedlings.
Unfortunately, the women who run the seedling
production must carry water from the dam up to where
the seedlings are grown. For some, this is clearly a
di c lt tas .
h
avis
hirtliff #ImprovingLives Initiative, in
partnership with the Mediae Company, have donated
a solar pump to pump the water from the dam to a
raised tank at the seedling area that is providing good
support to the people who work on growing the tree
seedlings.
In line with the 2022 Earth Day theme, the #ImprovingLives
Initiative is investing time, resources, and solutions in our
planet.

www.davisandshirtliff.com/improvinglives-initiative

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 470,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff Sunflo-B 1000C2
Solar Pump , State of the art Ground
Mount Solar Support Structure,
8 * Dayliff 200W 24VDC Crystalline
Solar Module
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LENKINSHON VILLAGE BOREHOLE SOLARIZATION

L

enkinshon Village in Bisil, Kajiado County, is experiencing a
di c lt p riod o dro ght. ows ar d ing o h ng r and thos
that are still alive are being sold at the famous Bisil market,
but at very low prices. Herders are making their way hundreds of
kilometers in every direction, to look for pasture. In these most
desperate times, when rain is even more scarce than usual,
groundwater poses a viable, yet capital intensive solution for the
Lenkinshon community. The D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative has
donated a solar system to power the community’s borehole that
previously operated on mains power. The solar powered borehole
now serves the community without the frequent interruptions they
experienced, and is right next to a children’s home that takes care of
orphaned children.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 710,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
19 * Dayliff 200w 24vdc Crystalline
Solar Module, Dayliff Sunverter 3.7kw 3ph
Borehole Controller, Dayliff 2.2kw 3ph
submersible motor , Dayliff PV
Disconnect Switch , State of the art
Ground Mount Solar Support
Structure
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PARTNERSHIP IN THE REHABILITATION OF NAKURU’S HOMELESS YOUTH

‘W

elcome to the Family’ is a charitable
organization in Nakuru, founded by the
Poor Servant of Divine Providence in 2007.
The charitable organization comprises 3 centers.
rop in
nt r which s rv s as a rst approach
in r ha ilitating str t o s. h c nt r off rs
them a place to bath, wash clothes, meals, and
counselling. The second center is the Boys Ranch
Center, which has 4 family style houses, that
accommodat s a total o
childr n. h
o s
live here for three years, go to school, learn
apiculture, poultry and pig rearing, agriculture,
carpentry, and baking. The third center, Calabrian
Shelter, houses 18 girls who have been
rescued from unsafe living conditions. The girls
receive protection, counseling, education, and
the same activities available to the boys. D&S
#ImprovingLives Initiative has donated in part
a solar system that supports the rehabilitation
center’s 3kw borehole pump. The water from the
borehole serves both the center and the local
community.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 880,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED

21* Dayliff 335W Solar Panels, Dayliff
Sunverter 3.7KW 3PH Borehole Conroller,
Dayliff PV Disconnect, Earthrod C/W
Clamp, Copper Earth Cable 6mm, Galv.
Steel Ground Mount 3M Structure/Watt, 6 *
200AH Solar Batteries, Tin roof Galvanised
support structure , Opti SP Effecto 3000
24VDC Hybrid Inverter
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A COMMUNITY-BASED WATER PROJECT IN NANYUKI, LAIKIPIA COUNTY

C

ommunity based water projects are often set up
with th o ctiv o nancing wat r and sanitation
projects in the underserved rural communities across
Kenya. Due to surging growth of populations which are
putting a strain on water resources, rural communities in
Kenya are thirsty. However, the various CBOs (Community
as d rgani ations fforts to d nd wat r acc ss has
n s n to chang r sid nts liv s. h
avis
hirltiff
#ImprovingLives Initiative has partnered with over a
hundred such water projects to provide water that is safe
and afforda l .
c ntl th initiativ has donat d a solar
pow r d a liff p mp to ir ra or hol
ro ct which is
supplying water to 300 households, improving over 1500
lives. To ensure continued running of the scheme, members
contribute a subsidized amount every month to the same.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 75,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff DSP8-17 3kW Borehole
Pump and Motor
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PARTNERSHIP WITH COMPASSION AID TO BRING
WATER TO A COMMUNITY IN SAMBURU COUNTY

I

n the year 2012, 380 km north of Nairobi, at Kerith
Church in Wamba town, a borehole was drilled. From
th v r rst da that wat r was p mp d rom it th r
was a great crowd of community members, armed with
several jerricans, to enjoy the provision of water from the
or hol . his contin d or
ars p ntil l o
when the pump broke down and the community was once
again facing an acute shortage of water. In partnership
with Compassion International, the D&S #ImprovingLives
Initiative have not only rehabilitated the borehole, but also
converted it to run on solar power. The borehole now serves
over 4000 people, greatly improving their quality of life.
The enthusiastic commissioning ceremony was attended
by community members, church leadership, D&S Head
c staff as w ll as siolo ranch staff rs l d
ranch
Manager, Paul Muchiri.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 685,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff DS5/24 2.2kW Borehole Pump,
Dayliff 3.7kW 3PH Solar Controller,
15 * Dayliff 200W Crystalline Solar
Modules
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4,000

approximate
number of people
served by
the borehole
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SOLAR PUMPING A KEY RELIEF FOR
OLNG’ARUA SPECIAL SCHOOL AND THIRIA VILLAGE

70

Number of children with different forms
of impairment looked after by the school

O

lng’arua Special School is located in Thiria Village, in Laikipia County,
233km from Kenya’s capital, Nairobi. The special school looks
a t r a pop lation o
childr n who hav diff r nt orms o
impairments and physical challenges. Thiria village is in a semi-arid
part o ai ipia wh r th str ams ar s asonal and g tting s ci nt
s ppl o cl an wat r is n ort nat l a signi cant chall ng . lng ar a
Special School, along with Olng’arua Primary School and Thiria
Dispensary, have been getting their water from a nearby shallow
or hol that was tt d with a handp mp. n ort nat l th d mand
of over 1200 people utilizing the borehole, led to frequent breakdown
of the handpump and subsequent frequent downtimes where the
borehole was not producing any water. The D&S #ImprovingLives
Initiative has recently donated and installed a solar powered borehole
pumping system, which allows for uninterrupted access to clean water
at no cost to th schools disp nsar and comm niti s that n t. h
p mping s st m a a liff n o p mp i lds
lit rs o wat r p r
day improving over 1200 lives in the community.
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PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 475,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff Sunflo-B 500C
Solar pumping system, 4 * 200W
Ground Mount Structure,
15* Dayliff 1 1/4” standard 3M
Borehole Pipes
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INCREASED ACCESS TO WATER,
FOR THE ELDERLY COMMUNITY IN KABETE

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 70,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff DS 5-8 Borehole Pumping
System, 15 no. 1.5” UPVC Borehole
Pipes, 40m of submersible cable

O

nly about 50 percent of Nairobi residents have direct
access to piped water while the rest depend on water
from kiosks, vendors, illegal connections, or from
boreholes. Of those with direct access to piped water, only
40 percent receive water round the clock, with the rest
having to contend with an average of 11 hours per day.
The PCEA Emmanuel Church, in Kabete, ministers to a
congregation of small-scale farmers and the elderly. Water
has been a large problem in the region, owing mostly to
poor water infrastructure. The church, on behalf of the
community, applied to D&S for the donation and installation
o a a liff or hol p mp. h or hol p mp now provid s
over 24,000 liters of water to the community daily. In a most
colorful and joyous ribbon - cutting occasion, the clergy of
PCEA Emmanuel Church, along with community leaders,
pr ss d th ir imm ns gratit d to avis
hirtliff or
the donation.
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50%

Number of
people in
Nairobi who
have direct
access to
piped water
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KYATUNE SPECIAL SCHOOL

K

yatune Special School is located in Kitui
o nt
n a. t has an nrollm nt o
st d nts all o whom ar a l d diff r ntl
across a wide spectrum of conditions. The school
looks after children with autism, down syndrome,
cerebral palsy and physical disabilities. For
many years, the school has been fetching their
water from a dam a short distance away. The
dam would also serve the community and
their animals and naturally, the question of the
safety of the water was often raised. In
partnership with the Rotary Club of Syokimau,
D&S #ImprovingLives Initiative has installed a
solar powered borehole pump that provides
over 54,000 litres of clean drinking water per
day. The water is more than enough for the
school, and so they plan to supply the same to
the community at a subsidized fee. The revenue
generated from the cost of water will go into
a kitty that will be used to maintain the solar
pumping system.
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PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 1,980,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff Ds5/60 5.5kw Pump Borehole
Pump, 36 * Dayliff 275w 24vdc Solar
Panels, Dayliff Sunverter 7.5kw Solar
Controller, Galv.Steel Ground Mount
3m Structure/Watt, Pv Disconnect
Switch 1000v/40a, 32 X 2’’
Standard UPVC Pipes

54,000

Number of Litres of clean drinking water that
the solar powered borehole pump provides
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OUR LADY OF PERPETUAL HELP CHILDREN’S CENTRE

O

ur Lady of Perpetual Help Education Centre, known
simply as OLPHEC, is home and school to 300 children
aged from 0 - 23 from disadvantaged backgrounds.
These children come from all over Kenya. Most are orphans
left by parents out of the scourge of HIV and from very
needy families. Others have been placed there by
impov rish d amili s who cannot afford to
d th ir
children while others have been made homeless by tribal
con icts.
The home is run by missionaries and is located in Narumoru,
Nyeri county. The home approached D&S Nanyuki for
the installation of solar water heaters as well as a solar
powered pump at their home. Traditionally, the home would
h at th ir wat r sing r wood which was p nsiv and
unsustainable. Through the #ImprovingLives Initiative
Initiative,, D&S
Nanyuki installed 2 complete solar water heating systems
and a 2.2kw solar pumping system. The home is now able
to r dir ct th mon sp nt on r wood and wat r to mor
pressing needs for the children.

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 780,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Dayliff DSP5/24 2.2kw Borehole
Pump complete with motor,
9 * 200w Solar Panels, State of the
art Ground Mount 3M Galvanized
Steel Solar Support Structure
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300

Number of
children
between the
age of 0 - 23
who call
OLPHEC their
home
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HANDWASHING STATIONS - ROTARY PARTNERSHIP

W

hile Kenya has lifted its remaining
r strictions th
h alth
minister urged people to continue
heeding to public health measures,
including
handwashing
and
social
distancing. In partnership with the Rotary
l
istrict
avis
hirtliff has
this year already donated pedal-operated
handwashing stations to several schools in
the country. The students and faculty were
overjoyed at the donation of the units which
will alleviate sanitation levels at the school
as w ll as ght th thr at o
- .

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 680,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
32 Dayliff Pedal-operated
Handwashing Stations
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THE NEST CHILDREN’S HOME

PROJECT VALUE

KSHS 895,000
SOLUTION PROVIDED
Pedrollo 5.5kw Borehole Pump,
Dayliff Control Panel,
Dayliff 2” Piping,
Dayliff Water Meter

T

he Nest program reaches out to prevent the children of
imprison d moth rs rom ghting or s rvival on th str ts.
h r sc aff ct d childr n and improv th ir living conditions
during the imprisonment of their mothers. They rehabilitate and
later reintegrate them and their released mothers with their
extended families and society at large. They also work to create
public awareness about the plight of children whose mothers are
imprison d or p tt off ns s. h
#ImprovingLives Initiative
partnered with the home to install a borehole pumping
system that serves the rescued young mothers and babies.
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PARTNERS
Davis & Shirtliff would like to thank its partners who contributed to some of the projects
included in this report

Ministry of Transport, Infrastructure
Housing, Urban Development and Public Works

SOS CHILDREN’S
VILLAGES

WISH TO BECOME A

PARTNER?
Should you wish to support us, please contact our CSR Office

0711 079 154
or email csr@dayliff.com
on

You will be provided with further details,
the options being contributions to D&S managed projects
or a project of your own.
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